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Writing about impunity and environment: the ‘silver jubilee’ of the Bhopal catastrophe
Upendra Baxi
Abstract
Addressing the ‘silver jubilee’ of the Bhopal catastrophe, this article interrogates a set of
serial corporate and juridical failures to bring redress for the profound suffering and
violation experienced by those ravaged by the Bhopal event. Presenting the catastrophe
as a series of interlinked catastrophes, including the failure to deliver retributive justice
for the Bhopal-violated, the author suggests the inadequacy of some existing narrative
strategies concerning Bhopal to respond to the ‘geographies of injustice’ intimated by the
lived actuality of human, social and environmental suffering produced by mass disasters.
Identifying a politics of naming fully complicit in the discursive diminution of the
incomprehensible levels of human and nonhuman sentient suffering caused by the
failures of the Union Carbide Corporation (UCC), the author engages ‘the practice of
suffering thought’, locating his discussion in critical notions of biopower and recent
Marxian insights. Lamenting the radical failure of response to the fundamental violation
enacted (and now globally symbolized) by Bhopal and the corporate impunity of the
UCC, the author celebrates the rise of new social movement solidarity in the face of
Bhopal – global subaltern movement affinities now inaugurating a ‘new jurisprudence of
human solidarity’ and alternate possible futures lying beyond the contemporary global
corporate colonization of human rights discourse.

Keywords: Bhopal, Bhopal-violated, impunity, environment, juridicalization,
biopower/biopolitics, human rights, injustice and critical solidarities
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1 Prefatory remarks
Writing about the Bhopal catastrophe – a massive lethal release of 47 tonnes of methyl
isocyanate (MIC) on 3 December 1984, killing more than 10,000 people, imposing
various degrees of suffering and disability on nearly a quarter of a million human beings
and creating extensive environmental damage – is a necessary but difficult enterprise. If
understanding the causes and consequences of the catastrophe remains critical for
envisioning a better future for the integrity of the environment and of human rights, this
may not proceed undialectically – merely accentuating some new histories of impunity
for multinational corporate conduct without any serious regard for the active agency of
the survivors, which also provides a complex register of the movement toward
emancipatory politics. Further, writing about the Bhopal catastrophe, or any mass
disaster, becomes violence when insensitive to the continuing suffering of affected
peoples and sentient beings and entities in nature. Ways of avoiding epistemic violence
are not readily available, on the one hand, in rational presentations of the catastrophe –
which often register an overdrive of practical reason (according to which canon only the
‘rational’ constitutes the ‘real’) on the one

hand

nor, on the other hand, in the

dramaturgy inherent to articulatory practices of sentimental reason. Indeed, the on-theone-hand/on-the-other-hand binaries of thought all too often privilege practices of
epistemic violence, as the theory, practice and movement in the spheres of human rights
and environment so constantly reveal. Writing Bhopal, even on the eve of its silver
jubilee, thus invites practices of suffering thought – a poignant narrative performance
seeking to grasp the cascading orders of human rightlessness and social suffering –
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continually imposed by the rational real as it exists and continues to proliferate – while
according full dignity to the disarticulated voices of sentient environmental suffering. In
the Bhopal saga, the latter features merely as a figuration of environmental pollution and
toxic degradation; the death and suffering of nonhuman sentient beings continues to
emerge in legal/juridical languages as claims over ‘damage’ to ‘agricultural livestock’.
Such discursive habitus or dispositifs concerning mass disasters contain little or no
conversation with the theory and movement for ‘animal’ rights or any deep ecology-type
narratives of suffering in nature. In this particular respect, this present contribution in
itself offers only a partial vignette of the Bhopal catastrophe. The state of art concerning
mass disasters/catastrophes in general – and Bhopal in particular – does not foreground
these concerns, and I fully acknowledge that my preferred way of speaking about the
‘Bhopal-violated’, avoiding the conventional language of ‘victims’, only partially
redeems this not so benign neglect of wide-ranging environmental concerns. Faute de
mieux, a brief outline of strategies of understanding must here suffice, and I may here
offer only a somewhat random description.
First, increasingly, the birth of a multidisciplinary field named as disaster
management now provides frameworks for understanding Bhopal. Grasping the
prehistories (or the causal itineraries) of the catastrophe remains, of course, important for
the tasks of disaster management and for future prevention – as far as is humanly possible
– but the primary focus here remains on disaster preparedness, that is, on coordination of,
and control over, the situation of a particular disaster event and directed towards the
expeditious and effective management rehabilitation and relief of affected populations
and the marginal amelioration of environmental harm. All disasters – whether ‘natural’,
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‘man-made’ (a term fortunately impossible to feminize!) or ‘political’ – are accorded
equal treatment in disaster management discourse. This discursive equality has the merit
of situating an understanding of all disasters across human historical time.1 However,
historical and comparative disaster research fails to accord dignity of discourse to larger
complex events of mass disaster such as the practices of colonization, the histories of the
Cold War – or wars generally – and episodes/events of genocidal political formations – in
short, to the narratives of political cruelty and mass atrocity and narratives of the
destruction of natural resources and ecological heritage.2 In its contemporary moment,
especially in the post 9/11 United States, disaster research remains coequally directed
towards efficient management of catastrophic terror attacks and natural catastrophes. In
this genre, notable advances are made in the framing categories, especially those that
distinguish ‘accidents’ from ‘disasters’ and the latter from ‘catastrophes’.3 The
multifarious notion of ‘disaster-preparedness’ remains especially crucial, significantly
networking federal and state government agencies,4 although conjointly with the labours
of various social action groups, the mass media and practices of social philanthropy.
Furthermore, these otherwise inclusive notions of disaster and management/governance
regimes do not embrace structurally imposed deprivation and injustices such as
impoverishment and violent practices of social exclusion which have the same, if not a
more pervasive, blighting impact on human and environmental conditions than the
discourse of disaster management may ever fully convey. Obviously, then, a certain
politics of naming remains at work. I may not say more than to point out that even the
various global policy enunciations directed towards the alleviation of the conditions of
mass poverty (such as the UN Millennial Developmental Goals declarations and
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programmes of action) and, the current wave of literature insisting that impoverishment
constitutes the serial and cumulative violation of contemporary human rights norms,
standards and values while offering different narrative pathways than those available in
disaster-preparedness and management research still remain inadequate from the
perspectives of the suffering peoples and the communities of resistance.
The second approach engages some global macrosociological narratives,
especially exemplified by – and since – the emergence of what Ulrich Beck famously
names as a ‘global risk society’5 – the activities, agencies and enterprises that produce,
distribute and manage risks. In this formation, there occur not merely ecological
contentions and conflicts assuming ‘the form of doctrinal struggles … towards a proper
road to modernity’6 as well as ‘definitional struggles over the scale, degree and urgency
of risks’ but also, engagements with ways of ‘opening up of the political’ towards some
kind of ‘democratization of technoeconomic development’.7 Notable as this perspective
(variously problematizing conventional modes of risk-analysis and management) and
prognosis (‘reflexive modernization’ somehow coping with the specifically political
resolution of dilemmas posed by relatively autonomous technoscientific development and
rights-oriented governance) remains, it also carries, at the same time, a tendency to
renormalize risk production and distribution, conveyed by Beck’s famous aphorism: we
all live in an ‘age of side effects’.8
Distribution is, as we learn – or ought to relearn – from ‘Uncle’ Marx, not an
epiphenomenon but rather integral to (and decreed by) the mode of production. The
imageries of the side-effects remain, though perhaps not entirely, the actual states/estates
of human and social suffering produced by mass disasters – what I name as ‘geographies
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of injustice’.9 These paradigmatically vary across global North and global South – and
indeed, across peoples who constitute the South in the North and the North in the South.
The saga of Bhopal would have thus been very different had the initial location of the
plant (strongly favoured by the Union Carbide Corporation [UCC]) been in South
Mumbai rather than its terminal location in the city of Bhopal, the capital of Madhya
Pradesh (MP)! Or, to illustrate this in a different way (and as has been often noted in the
Bhopal discourse), had the wind direction on that fateful day engulfed not the areas of the
urban impoverished but the super-citizenry habitats of the urban affluent!
Further, even in terms of Michel Burawoy’s evocative metaphor, while modern
risk society entails forms of ‘politics of production’ as well as ‘production of politics’,10
both these forms of politics often consign to irrelevance the catastrophic sufferings of
people and the devastation of the environment. Massive denials of the right to be human
and to continue to remain human occupy but an obscure space in this narrative genre.
What matters from the perspectives of global justice, now constitutively informed by
concerns with the logics, paralogics and languages of contemporary human rights, is not
so much the question of the inherent and inevitable production of risks and hazards in the
name of social and economic development but rather the problem of the uneven
distribution of risk exposure and embodied/lived experience. While it is true to say that
the global risk society creates catastrophic events that respect no national frontiers,
ideological divides or concerns for national sovereignty (after all, the Bhopal catastrophe
occurred in the space-time of 18 months that also witnessed Chernobyl and the Sandoz
chemical factory fire at Basle), all the available evidences suggest that impoverished
populations everywhere bear a disproportionate burden of human harm and hurt and
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remain most adversely affected by environmental damage and deterioration arising out of
mass industrial disasters.11 Both for Third-World humanity as a whole on a global level
and for peoples within nations subjected to combined and uneven practices of
‘development’, the risk society emerges as a kind of political fate, best described by
Kwame Nkrumah in the imagery of neocolonialism as ‘power without responsibility and
exploitation without redress’.12
A third and related narrative strategy speaks, in the main, to what has been termed
(in some heavy Foucaldian/post-Foucaldian languages) as environmental/ecological
govermentality.13 In a sense, this refers to ‘technopolitics’, understood not just in the
sense of the mediation of political power by technological development but more
specifically as ‘rule by experts’.14 Further theoretical contexts are provided via some
specific notions of biopower, especially in new constellations of the technoscientific
prowess of global capital.15 In another narrative vein, the question here concerns the
‘production of nature’ now emerging from critical developments in Marxian approaches
to human and social geography.16 This essay marks a small beginning towards situating
Bhopal within these perspectives.
A fourth narrative strategy relegates the archetypal Bhopal catastrophe to some
new ways of inventing new approaches to ‘business ethics’, in themselves often
constituting a further set of aggravating and hazardous neologisms – at least from the
perspectives of suffering humanity. Several generations of the languages of corporate
social responsibility still remain premised on the view that human rights responsibilities
do not directly or even indirectly attach to the state-like but still non-state multinational
corporate actors.17 Space constraints forbid a detailed analysis of this narrative strategy,
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save for saying that the Bhopal catastrophe marks a savage amniocentesis of any
endeavour aimed at relating contemporary human rights discourse to multinational
corporate governance conduct.18
A fifth narrative strategy directs close attention to pedagogies arising from mass
disasters and catastrophes. In sum, as concerns the Bhopal catastrophe, this narrative
move, far from scrupulously attending to the wider general histories of ‘toxic
capitalism’,19 proceeds to ‘learning lessons’ from the specific instance of each and every
mass disaster. The Bhopal catastrophe, in particular, spawns yet more specific narratives
of causal itineraries of the histories of contemporary ultrahazardous chemical industries.
While a post-Bhopal world promises some superior understanding of the
importance of industry-‘wise’ specific aetiologies of mass disasters and catastrophes and
also counters this ‘trend’ in some future histories for the development of ‘best industry
standards’ – thus thwarting the further potential of future Bhopals20 – the probability of
the risk management of future genetic/biotech Bhopals also remains hazardously
uncertain. By this, I refer (and of course here, necessarily, without voluminous citations
to relevant literature) to an entire array of the migration of biohazards under the auspices
of Northern strategic biotech industries to some Third-World locations if only to fully
avoid the regimes of any advanced regulation of such risks established in the United
States or the European Union. Unlike the manifest and manifold hazards systemically
produced by the global chemical industry, the globally strategic biotech industries, as is
now well known, pose a wave of socially and scientifically invisible biohazards replete
with further long-term risks to humans in – and even as environment – no matter how one
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may privilege the languages of ‘sustainable development’ (even in this era of febrile talk
of global warming).
Finally, and without being exhaustive, we encounter specific interfaces between
technoscience and new social movements – including human rights and ‘surface’ and
‘deep’ ecology movements.21 I have pondered elsewhere22 the tensions between ‘new’
and ‘old’ social movements and between new social movements and human rights
movements in terms both of politics of knowing and being. The Bhopal catastrophe marks
the rise of new social movements in the light of the fact that the otherwise powerful trade
union movements necessarily had to place industrial safety struggles over employment
creation and sustenance. I may not here elaborate this complex remark concerning the
relative decline of the historic roles of labour movements (in India and elsewhere) save
for saying that Bhopal-violated humanity furnish some new ‘histories’ of militant
subjectivity disanchored from trade union militancy and leading towards an extraordinary
congregation of global subaltern movement affinities and social solidarities across
borders, comprising social networks of biomedical, juridical, and ethical social action
communities23 fully deferential to the perspectives of the movements-on-the-ground. This
movement fully places in view the Bhopal catastrophe, not as a single event but as a
series of catastrophic events.
To this narrative strategy, I must of course add the dimension of the theory,
practice and movement that legalizes, as well as juridicalizes, mass disasters or
catastrophes. By ‘legalization’, I here signify ways in which legislative and judicial
remedies are fashioned to assure justice according to the law to the victims of ‘mass
torts’, where the numbers of people as well as injuries they suffer remain indeterminate.24
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‘Juridicalization’, in my lexicon, signifies ways in which the communities of suffering
human beings and peoples in resistance reinvent responsive law and jurisprudence
towards a more emancipatory and dialogical openness of adjudicatory and legislative
power. The relationship between ‘legalization’ and ‘juridicalization’ remains complex as
well as contradictory; the hard-won gains of the latter often stand cancelled by the
former. Even so, this contribution highlights the ways in which the Bhopal-violated
humanity (and their next of kin – the fluctuating consortia of human rights and
environmental activists) have sought to achieve the juridicalization of catastrophe, even
when profoundly haunted by some terminal forms of legalization.
2 Is Bhopal catastrophe a ‘political event’? – a necessary digression
Writing in the shadow of now intergenerational sufferings of the Bhopal-violated
humanity, it remains necessary to attend to the fact that ‘it’ continues to articulate an
uncanny production of the Will to Truth pitted against the Nietschean Will to Power of
the forces, agents and managers of global capital – including the Indian state managers.
The Bhopal-violated have continually exposed the hollowness of the reiterated claims of
the immunity and impunity of the UCC and its successor-in-interest Dow Chemicals.25
They manifest an extraordinary series of performative/agentative acts, simply incredible
in the face of their unnameable sufferings, via conflicted yet collective acts authoring (as
I note fully later) the subsequent juridical itineraries of Bhopal litigation both in the
United States and India seeking to ‘discipline and punish’ the UCC.
Yet, a conceptual limit, or threshold difficulty, must now be fully faced in terms
of the political ‘eventness’ of the Bhopal catastrophe. Leaving aside the poignant fact that
the discourse of the contemporary club of progressive A-to-Z (Agamben to Zizek)
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thinkers continue to write as if the Bhopal catastrophe never happened, their theoretical
constructions of what may count as a ‘political’ event almost compel the addressal of the
Bhopal catastrophe as a political nonevent. Thus, writing Bhopal must ethically counter
this erasure of the event from the contemporary discourse of human rights, justice and
people’s movement – a task that may not render altogether inapt an extension to Bhopalviolated humanity of Alain Badiou’s remark – that theirs is the authentic resolve to
become ‘something other than a victim, other than a being-for-death, and thus something
other than a mortal being’.26 The Bhopal-violated fully testify to Badiou’s observation
that ‘if the “rights of man” exist surely they are not rights of life against death, or rights
of survival against misery’ but rather ‘they are the rights of the Immortal, affirmed in
their own right, or the rights of the Infinite exercised over the contingency of suffering
and death’.27 Further, this movement of suffering peoples and communities in resistance
carries a larger narrative message, recrafting the discourse of environment and human
rights, lifting us beyond the languages of victimage/victimhood and beckoning/reckoning
towards a ‘political situation, one that calls for a political thought-practice, one that is
peopled by its own authentic actors … ’.28 Indeed, the ‘valiant victims’ of Bhopal29
remain ‘faithful’ to the event of the catastrophe, treating it ‘right to the limit of the
possible’.30 Put another way, they ‘draw from this situation, to the greatest possible
extent, the affirmative humanity it contains … to try to be the immortal of the
situation’.31
What constitutes a political event for Badiou remains a contested terrain,32 and the
Bhopal catastrophe and attendant struggles for rights and justice may still not qualify as a
‘political event’, if only because these do not compel ‘the subject to invent a new way of
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being or acting in the situation’.33 Despite this, I prefer to read (with profound apologies
to Badiou) the Bhopal ‘eventness’ as marking the birth of new subjectivities questioning
modes of primitive accumulation in late capitalism, reading the event as

a kind of epistemic free radical that can migrate through many strata, the analysis
of which reveals to us a sphere of the absolutely possible, of hitherto suppressed
possibilities, previously undisclosed openings, and unimagined, unrealized
unsuspected futures. While this is the sphere of hopes and dreams, it is no less the
sphere of monsters and nightmares, since nothing guarantees that the unsuspected
or undreamt of will not be unexpectedly terrible.34

The reference to ‘free radical’ remains deeply pertinent; to be sure the runaway reaction
of the MIC remained as such for their global corporate producers. These now chafe at the
‘epistemic free radicals’ in turn produced by the protest of the Bhopal-violated humanity.
The globally-constituted corporate world regards the dreams of justice of the Bhopalviolated as the ‘sphere of monsters and nightmares.’ Yet, it is in this not entirely
‘postmetaphysical’ footloose and fancy-free narrative move that I now proceed to
silhouette some histories of the juridicalization of the eventness of the Bhopal
catastrophe. I proceed to do so from a deeply anguished activist and engaged perspective,
yet not (hopefully and honestly) surrendering in any way the sense of narrative
complexity and contradiction.
3 A brief history of the first Bhopal catastrophe
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The first catastrophe occurred on 3 December 1984 and remains attributable to some key
operational decisions of the UCC which controlled its Indian subsidiary, Union Carbide
India Limited (UCIL). The pre-trial discovery documents established several
incontrovertible truths. The first phase of Bhopal litigation before Judge Keenan fully
confirmed the fact that UCC failed to follow the best industrial practice standards in the
manufacture and storage of large quantities of MIC for the production of two brand
insecticides/pesticides in a factory located in a densely populated area of the capital city
of the state of MP. Second, it was also fully established that UCC also preferred
systematically to ignore early warning signals of the potential of massive toxic release,
specially demonstrated by the 1982 gas ‘leak’ that killed two workers, and the subsequent
in-house safety audit report that stressed the urgency of the need for adequate safety
systems at the Bhopal factory. UCC failed to take measures to prevent the subsequent
lethal release by replicating the state of art digitalized safety systems installed at its own
plant in West Virginia, which produced and stored minuscule amounts of MIC compared
with the Bhopal plant. Third, considerations of ‘efficient’ corporate governance led to the
closure of the refrigeration plant – essential to the prevention of a runaway chemical
reaction. Fourth, in the first weeks of the event, the UCC and the UCIL media operations
moved swiftly to minimize the risk-exposure, denying that what was released was MIC
and insisting that it was merely harmless phosgene – and also providing misinformation
concerning remedial measures, thus further aggravating the plight of the suffering.35
For those who still continue to take the languages of corporate social
responsibility seriously, it remains important to note that UCC has never fully explained
why it needed to produce and store in such large quantities a known lethal chemical
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substance at the Bhopal factory; nor has it placed in the public domain – despite insistent
activist demand36 – the epidemiological and toxicological information concerning MIC
over which UCC possesses a global knowledge monopoly. It is perhaps no overstatement
to say, at least from the standpoint of still unnameable and ongoing future human and
environmental harms, that this toxic immunity/impunity of continuing nondisclosure
constitutes a full indictment of the limitations of the elements currently constituting
‘crimes against humanity’.
The Bhopal saga provides a cruel testimony to the fact that as concerns the
entirely disposable peoples and environments in the Third World, there is as yet simply
no functional equivalent of the right to information, or governance transparency, worth
mentioning – even in the otherwise proliferating contexts of so-called business ethics or
global corporate ‘governance’. Thus, in respect of the world’s ‘largest peacetime
industrial disaster’ as Judge Keenan was to describe it in the first phase of Bhopal
litigation, neither the sufferings nor the human rights of the Bhopal-violated have been
taken seriously.
Yet, a singular focus on these corporate governance misdeeds and mayhems must
be placed within the larger context of the ideology of developmentalism, which led the
Union of India (UOI) to invite UCC to establish such ultrahazardous manufacture at
Bhopal in the first place. This furnishes a complex story with several subplots, a story not
lending itself to the summary analysis which has, however, perforce to suffice here. An
immediate motif stands furnished by India’s quest for self-sufficiency in food-grain
production animated by import-substitution strategies. A larger motif is provided by the
Indian leadership of ‘nonaligned nations’’ complex mediation of Cold War global politics
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via its own distinctive genre of planned economy, privileging self-reliant agrarian
development entailing a lesser dependence on American overseas aid programmes. More
at centre-stage is, of course, the literally fantastic reproduction of nature mirrored in early
breakthroughs of R-DNA plant technologies which ushered in high-yielding, multicrop
seed and plant varieties. This first ‘Green Revolution’ occurred worldwide, be it recalled,
before the advent of global environmental/deep ecology movements, providing unrivalled
governmental opportunities for what we today grasp as biopower and biopolitical
governance.
The political ecology of the first Bhopal catastrophe still awaits the emergence of
new Foucaldian labours deciphering Third-World biopolitical governance, perhaps best
summated by a gifted phrase of Vandana Shiva: the first ‘Green Revolution’ did not
merely foster plant monocultures but also further propagated the ‘monocultures of
mind’.37 However, recourse to a wider contextual understanding remains far from
exculpatory of the immediate contexts of the secular sins of commission and omission by
UCC and its normative cohorts. The tragedy of the first Bhopal catastrophe lies precisely
– at least from the perspectives of the Bhopal-violated – at the not-too-distant doorstep of
the UCC, although the violated also variously regard the UOI and MP governments as
completely complicit in their still unending agony.
Importantly, from the first anniversary of the Bhopal catastrophe until today,
demands for retributive justice are combined with those of distributive justice. The
mammoth outcry – ‘Union Carbide Ko Phansi Do’ – ‘Hang the UCC’ – still resonates
and conveys a crucial message: restorative justice in situations of the catastrophic
imposition of human and social suffering remains ethically inadequate outside retributive
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justice. For the entire span of about 25 years now, the multifarious ‘victim’ groups, each
with their own distinctive agendum for relief and rehabilitation, still speak with one voice
about the extradition of the ex-CEO of UCC (Warren Anderson), previously declared by
the Bhopal court as an absconder or fugitive from justice. Though momentarily arrested
and detained, Anderson still continues to be a ‘fugitive felon’, thanks to lackadaisical
pursuit of extradition proceedings by the UOI, in part abetted by the disinclination of the
US State and Justice Departments. The issue, of course, is not about a particular named
individual but rather concerns modes of extradition of the ways of reckless corporate
governance; the Bhopal-violated engaged in this hot pursuit represent a more finely tuned
sense, compared with the nascent theorists, of global reparative justice. If, as happened in
the course of the Nuremburg Tribunal, a few German corporations were held guilty of
connivance with genocide, there is little reason or justification (outside the realpolitik of
the United States) for continued impunity for multinational enterprises that now enact
crimes against humanity – already made analogously punishable by the Rome Treaty
establishing the International Criminal Court.38
4 Juridical innovations: promises, perplexities and perils
4.1 The quest for justice
The quest for justice for the violated peoples was not an easy one by any means, and
divergent Bhopal-based social action groups39 offered different approaches concerning
what should be done. Justice assumed wider meaning than justice according to the law –
contained in the unanimous demand for retributive justice and the varying alternative
legal strategies for the pursuit of effective compensation and rehabilitation. Healthcare
justice and economic justice remained the central preoccupation of all the Bhopal activist
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groups. Indeed, legal strategies were always viewed by ‘victim’ groups from the wider
perspectives of healthcare and economic justice. The languages of justice, rather than of
human rights, were thus always privileged. In all my association with the Bhopal-violated
activists until now, it was never in doubt that rights-languages were not, for them,
important in themselves but only important as a means to the ends of justice. And
‘justice’ for the Bhopal activists was a matter of struggle, of people’s impassioned
politics and of direct action fully and constantly geared towards naming and shaming the
producers of social indifference, including state managers and agents and their normative
cohorts – comprising the commentariat – ‘learned’ professions, public intellectuals and
the 24/7 mass media pundits. The Bhopal-violated humanity’s movement for justice
furnishes a rare instance of a quest for human and ecological justice (at least in India
since her independence) of the formation of militant justice-consistencies, or those now
named – in some postmodern political phrase-regimes – as ‘counterpublics’.
One way, surely, to narrate this agonizing movement for justice remains best
provided (to evoke a profound notion from the philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty) by
the vivid discourse of justice in/of the flesh – the experience of lived individual bodies,
and not of any abstract or species bodies.40 And in many senses (which I may not
elaborate here), the human right to health ‘talk’, while important, does not quite measure
up to the imperatives of justice in/of the flesh.
The imperatives, of course, are rather easily stated, in practical terms of pressing
problems in the domain of healthcare justice (where they still sadly continue to lie). Not
only were the available healthcare facilities in government hospitals, in terms of expert
diagnosis and treatment, woefully limited, but the lack of important information
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concerning the toxicological impact of MIC prevented effective care management, even
by dedicated and radical health activist groups in Bhopal, Delhi and elsewhere. The
Indian Supreme Court’s judicial arithmetic classification of compensable injuries into
various categories (as late as 4 May 1989) relegated as many as 150,000 out of more than
200,000 ‘victims’ to only bearing ‘minor injuries’ and restricted the category of severe
injury to a cruelly ludicrous figure of 2000 people!41 This outrageous pronouncement
bears no relation to the manifest existential suffering of the survivors or to the record in
the archives of as many as 15,000 additional deaths between 1985 and 2003.42 Apart from
the immediate adverse health impacts such as pulmonary malfunctioning and
deterioration, corneal opacity and posttraumatic stress syndrome – all of which had direct
disruptive effects on the livelihood opportunities of the affected peoples – there exist very
few studies of the median and long-term effects of the catastrophe (such as immune
system damage, neurological and neurovascular harm, cardiovascular damage,
gynaecological impairment, carcinogenic impacts and psychic ill-effects43). The
International Medical Commission Bhopal (IMCB) identified these further effects in a
1994 study.44 I mention all this briefly here to expose the fact that the pioneering juridical
innovations (analysed later) were never fully adequate to the dimension of healthcare
justice, partially crystallized by the human right to health.
It remains all the more important to note that the issues of soil and water pollution
have been effectively raised recently before American courts (further reinforced thanks
again to a Bhopal-violated initiative that now energizes some active members of the US
Congress). Indeed, the latter now concede that these issues were not finally settled by any
judicial proceeding in India, and further, that the UCC, and even its successor-in-interest
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the Dow Chemicals Corporation, may still be fully legally liable and ethically
accountable.45
The leading voices at Bhopal that initially opposed judicial recourse as an
impediment to struggle for healthcare justice have, unfortunately, been fully proved right
and at a colossal cost of human and social suffering. Much the same may be said
concerning the human rights to life and means of livelihood; as despite our sincere
efforts, no significant micro-regional employment opportunities/strategies consistent with
decimated bodies were ever fully planned by the state and national governments.46
4.2 Perplexities surrounding the choice of legal action
Among those who favoured some kinds of legal/juridical strategies – strategies that I was
especially privileged to coordinate in the wake of the catastrophe – the manifest concerns
led to no clear agreement on what should be done. Some activist groups preferred
militant legal action against the UCC; some others were in favour of holding the Indian
state fully legally liable and morally responsible; some others preferred a sustained social
militant action programme of direct action against a state held hostage by global capital.
In the event, a menu of strategies evolved: support for pursuing and prosecuting UCC by
whatever legal means possible; devising strategies of stringent legal action holding the
national and state governments fully legally liable and the pursuit of militant direct action
strategies in aid of both these courses of action. Yet, as I know as a self-elected servant of
these diverse groups, some incommensurable ideological differences also persisted. I
might add that these remain distant from the forbidding prose of the high priests of the
critical legal studies movement! I have involuntarily learnt a great deal, and more vividly
– in particular about the truths of popular distrust of state law in general and the
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ambivalences of counter-hegemonic movements of suffering peoples. Further, there was
a good deal of reflection (though obviously not thus expressed) concerning ways in
which the imperial techniques of emergent green governmentality may, after all,
construct a future regime of law reform and environmental governance in a parasitical
relation to the actual sufferings of the Bhopal-violated. The catastrophe did indeed act as
a ‘risk regulation catalyst’ resulting in a wide range of legal and administrative reform
measures.47 However, this regulatory boom did little to ameliorate the plight of the
Bhopal-violated.
Moreover, there was precious concern for the autonomy of Bhopal activism.
Indeed, initially this concern went so far as to enable the more radical elements to indict
some others wishing to pursue legal strategies as collaborators with the Indian state and
even a ‘stooges’ of UCC! This tension was painfully evident on the very first anniversary
of Bhopal and required difficult negotiation throughout the process of devising a common
framework for legal action. This story must await another day, save for saying here that
the creative jurisprudence of suffering peoples and communities in resistance emerges via
a constant and often agonizing reflexive vigilance.
In the event, there was broad understanding that pursuing UCC entailed the
creative cooptation of the contingent Indian forms of govermentality. This understanding,
endlessly ridden with perplexities, provided limited activist endorsement of two specific
strategies, each one of which, in turn, constituted a moment of promise as well as peril.
Briefly put, all this contained a ‘temporary suspension of disbelief’ (to evoke poet
William Coleridge’s expression) in the possibility of a benign state.
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The first constitutive element of the promise of justice for Bhopal-violated was
the creative adaptation of the doctrine of parens patriae by the sovereign Indian
democratic state. The Bhopal Act 1985 (supported, and mainly authored, by some
Bhopal-violated peoples and some activists, including myself) by which the Indian
Parliament authorized the UOI to pursue mass disaster litigation as a victim surrogate
before US judicial fora, marks the first step in the proverbial journey of a thousand miles
towards a daring articulation of Indian environmental govermentality.
In a sense, perhaps, this remained entirely reducible to a technical rather than any
profoundly ethical state/law innovation. Technical, because it aimed first at establishing
jurisdiction over the UCC in US judicial fora, since the UCC otherwise remained entirely
outside Indian jurisdictional borders and boundaries; second, it was aimed at the shortchanging of the Bhopal-violated peoples by the ‘Kings of Torts’ – the swarm of US
contingency fee lawyers, who had initiated as many as 144 legal proceedings in the US
courts for varying amounts of damages48 – and thereby to secure complete justice for
them. Even so, and in howsoever exigent and normatively messy and untidy modes, India
thus emerged, inaugurally, as a postcolonial sovereign plaintiff in hot pursuit of a mighty
multinational corporation. Incidentally, the first two objectives were largely fulfilled in
the proceedings before Judge Keenan; even when the United States was not held to be a
convenient forum for the trial of the suit,49 Judge Keenan obligated UCC to submit to
Indian jurisdiction and to accord full discovery of all relevant documentation.
More crucial, though, was the foundational principle inaugurally enunciated as the
principle of absolute multinational enterprise liability. The Indian complaint before Judge
Keenan maintained as follows:
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A multinational corporation has a primary, absolute and non-delegable
duty to the persons and country in which it has in any manner caused to
be undertaken any ultrahazardous or inherently dangerous activity. This
includes a duty to provide that all ultrahazardous or inherently dangerous
activities are conducted with the highest standards of safety and to provide
all necessary information and warnings regarding the activity involved.

Defendant multinational Union Carbide breached this primary, absolute,
and non-delegable duty through its undertaking of an ultrahazardous and
inherently dangerous activity posing unacceptable risks at its plant in
Bhopal, and the resultant escape of lethal MIC from that plant. Defendant
Union Carbide further failed to provide that its Bhopal plant met the
highest standards of safety and failed to inform the Union of India and its
peoples of the dangers therein. Defendant Union Carbide is primarily and
absolutely liable for any and all damages caused or contributed to by the
escape of lethal MIC from its Bhopal plant.50

It needs stressing that these manifold enunciative performatives go above and
beyond the extant global law and jurisprudence. Conventional approaches suggest that
tort law remedies are private, not public, law remedies;51 the Bhopal juristic innovations
transcend these limits, relating tort law to human rights and environmental violations.
Furthermore, in accentuating a network conception of the integrity of multinational
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corporate governance, the innovation adds value to a sustained critique in the name of
global justice, fully confronting the awesome consolidation of the global risk society and
its ‘principled’ regimes of immunity and impunity for predatory formations of
multinational enterprises and their related business entities.
Further, this daring enunciation of the principle of absolute multinational
enterprise liability was soon extended by the Supreme Court to hazardous industry,
manufacture or process carried out by Indian corporations and business entities and, even
during the Bhopal case interim proceedings, further held as binding on Indian courts in a
judgment of MP High Court awarding interim 250 million US dollars compensation for
Bhopal-violated.52 The Bhopal case stands ‘settled’ in an appeal from this very latter
affirmation; UCC, having already stalled various Indian judicial proceedings, now needs
to act, not only on its behalf but also in a fiduciary capacity/role as a vessel and vehicle of
global multinational capital.
UCC accomplishes this role rather remarkably in comparison to the performatives
of the Indian State’s parens patriae obligations. First, UCC denies the very existence of
any networked conception of a monolithic global corporation as any real (or actually
existing) or any imaginable entity. Second, UCC redraws the corporate veil, resisting its
prizing open in the name both of good corporate governance and human rights. Third,
UCC contests the Indian enunciation of the principle of absolute multinational enterprise
liability in various ways, though never fully explicitly, as its forensic strategies are
directed in the main towards the avoidance of any determination concerning its liability.
Granting all these awesome forensic strategies, reading through several
submissions made before the US and Indian courts makes it abundantly clear that UCC
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contested the principle on the ground that it violates the basic and time-tested principles
of civil liability for injurious acts – the doctrines of negligence or fault liability which
crystallize justice and fair play in the realm of tort liability – even to the extent of
problematizing articulations of legislative standards of strict/no-fault liability. Manifestly
then it remained easy for UCC to claim that any assertion of absolute liability that allows
no scope for defence is simply unjust.53 Further, UCC severally claimed that the Indian
enunciation of absolute multinational enterprise liability conflates the identity and
responsibility of both the ‘parent’ and the ‘subsidiary’ company.54 UCC maintained
vigorously throughout that if any entity was responsible for the relevant acts or
omissions, it was the UCIL, its Indian subsidiary. By contrast, the UOI interrogated the
justice quality of the conventional tenets of tort and corporation law on a higher platform
– that of the standards of protection and promotion of human rights and environmental
integrity applicable for owners and operators of ultrahazardous manufacture, processes or
applications. The quantification of overall actual damages for human and environmental
harm, pegged at 3 billion US dollars including claims for punitive damages, remained
critical as well as triggering the future of environmentally sensitive and human-rights
friendly corporate governance.
5 The second Bhopal catastrophe
The betrayal of the promise of the new principle constitutes the second Bhopal
catastrophe, in which the Indian state, in complete amnesia concerning its claimed parens
patriae role, proceeded to persuade the Indian Supreme Court in chamber (nonpublic)
proceedings towards the settlement of the dispute for a meagre amount of 470 million US
dollars. The brief judicial settlement order, animated by a rhetorical concern for the
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urgent need to respond to the sufferings of the Bhopal victims, constitutes a judicial
scandal for a variety of reasons. First, the settlement orders were passed in gross violation
of the Court’s finely-honed jurisprudence of natural justice because the Bhopal-violated
petitioners were not given any opportunity of hearing in the proceedings. In a subsequent
review petition, the Court itself acknowledged this foundational error, only to treat that
proceeding as an instance of postdecisional hearing which in the end sustained the
settlement amount! Further, the original settlement orders went so far as to impose
obligations upon the UOI to defend the UCC in India and worldwide in any civil action
arising from the first catastrophe and to confer a blanket immunity on all criminal actions
against the UCC in India, subsequently and meagrely lifted in the review petition. I
ponder, speculatively though, in the concluding section, the practice of some sentimental
reason that guided the Court in proceeding towards the settlement (out of an ostensible
regard for ‘justice’ to the victims) which in turn governed a somewhat unfeeling juridical
aftermath.
Aggravating all this, the Supreme Court decision in the review petition proceeded
to quantify damage awards for deaths, estimated at a conservative figure of 2000
fatalities, and arbitrarily to classify the toxic and epidemiological injuries into ‘minor’
and ‘severe’ impairments, further fixing the floor as well as the ceiling for compensation
and rehabilitation.55 The Bhopal-violated were thus judicially and juridically shortchanged, offering an instance not noted by the A-to-Z thinkers, of the constitution of
adjudicatory biopower/biopolitics.
The Supreme Court of India proceeded to justify the settlement via the rhetoric of
the dire need to provide some relief to ‘victims’ but in the process also proceeded to
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recompose their surviving bodies in terms of classification of compensable injuries into
categories of death, permanent total disability, temporary total or partial disability,
injuries of utmost severity, minor injuries and loss of livestock, and by the establishment
of

‘specialized

medical

centres’

for

treatment

and

therapy.56

Adjudicatory

biopower/biopolitics thus creates and circulates ‘politicized bodies’ of collective subjects
of mass industrial disasters.57 I suggest that once we regard relatively autonomous
adjudicative deliberation as a site for production of the political (that is, production of
conflicted conceptions of the truths of human rights and justice), juridical biopower
emerges as an integral aspect of diverse activist constructions of, and for, the narratives
of biopolitics/biosovereignty.
6 The third Bhopal catastrophe
Because of space constraints, and because also there is nothing further that may be said
about India’s callous governance response to the Bhopal-violated, I here provide a
summary statement of what must be described as the still continuing third Bhopal
catastrophe, in which the inaugural promise of the daring juristic innovations emerges as
a full order of perils for the Bhopal-violated. The Supreme Court of India’s chaotic
‘nomos’ justifying the unjustifiable settlement orders58 constitutes a story in which the
‘victims’ stand ‘revictimized’ all over again (in the words of victims) and forever.
That ‘justification’ of the settlement amount was based, as the Court said, on
certain ‘assumptions of truth’.59 What remained decisive was the judicial view of
uncommitted/impartial justice pitted against ‘different opinions of the interpretation of
laws or on questions of policy or even on what may be considered wise or unwise’,
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because (as the Court said) when ‘one speaks of justice and truth, these words mean the
same thing to all men whose judgement is uncommitted’.60
It did not judicially matter, after all, that the Supreme Court’s settlement orders
were preceded by shoddy and inadequate record-keeping of deaths and serious injuries61
and followed by the multifarious, even nefarious ‘bureaucratization of justice’.62 Nor did
it matter, furthermore, that the tribunals established for the disbursement of compensation
made impossible demands for evidence of ‘genuine’ claims, as opposed to ‘fake’ ones;
for a while, this even required full evidence of death due to the MIC exposure –
paperwork entailing evidence of death certificates and of participants at the funerals!
Subsequently, the tribunals sought strict proof of the nature and extent of the injury from
the survivors! This resulted in frequent activist demands for Supreme Court invigilation
of the administration of disbursement relief, but even this window of opportunity was
finally and cruelly shut down by a Bhopal-weary Court in 200763 in an untoward fidelity
to a judicial conception of justice that finally rings down the curtain on any just and
humane treatment and regard for the Bhopal-violated.
7 Concluding the inconcludable?
In a sense, while the stories of juridicalization of the Bhopal catastrophe have for the
most part ended, the saga of suffering still remains, unfolding toxic continuities across
now the second generation of the Bhopal-violated. Yet, the spirit of resistance and
struggle that accompanies their suffering even in a vastly changed world constituted by
the globalizing postmodern condition lives on, despite the second and third Bhopal
catastrophes, which signify what I have named as the structural adjustment of Indian
judicial activism – an integral aspect of now rampant judicial and juridical globalization.
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In the main, and in terms of resistance to the juridicalization of their sufferings, the
Bhopal movement still continues to struggle to unpack the settlement orders judicially
granting extraordinary impunity to UCC. These, incidentally, still remain altogether
inexplicable outside my working hypothesis that the judicial abdication occurred out of a
‘fine’ regard for the self-image of the institutional integrity of the Indian Supreme Court.
By this, I refer to a possible state of anxiety generated by the otherwise gifted leaders of
the Indian Bar, suborned by UCC, who may have fully exploited (in chamber hearings)
the apprehension that any final decision of the Court might be impugned and set aside by
an inferior US Court on the ground that the final Indian judgment failed to accord UCC
the dignity of due process of law. Judge Keenan had previously laid the foundations for
this apprehension concerning the subjection to a US ‘due process’ requirement any Indian
final judgment by heaping lavish praise on the Indian judiciary, saying: ‘The Union of
India is a world power in 1986, and its courts have a proven capacity to mete out fair and
equal justice’ and that, accordingly, to decide the Bhopal case in a US Court would be to
deprive the ‘Indian judiciary of this opportunity to stand tall before the world and to pass
judgment on behalf of its own people … ’; to do so, would be further to ‘revive a history
of subservience and subjugation from which India has emerged’.64 On this scenario, any
refusal to recognize and enforce an Indian damages award by a small causes court in New
York may have amounted not so much to an act of legal imperialism but to a performance
of adjudicatory pathology of a Third World summit Court unable to

decipher the

entailments/ requirements of the rule of law doctrine, otherwise the same thing as rule by
global capital. The Indian Supreme Court may thus stand tall in the world but only with
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high heels of ‘due process’ fashioned by the designer goods produced by the American
judicial and juridical markets!
Given the fact that the Bhopal-violated petitioners had successfully stymied all
suggestions of unconscionable extrajudicial settlement (ranging from 100 million US
dollars to, finally, 250 million US dollars, UCC insured damage), some non-‘victim’
articulators of public opinion, in India and elsewhere, hailed the settlement as eminently
‘just’. By contrast, the Bhopal-violated, overcoming the moment of desolate despair,
soon enough recovered resilience with the demand that since the UOI was a party to the
judicial settlement orders, it must now make ‘good’ the deficit between the settlement
award of 470 million US dollars and India’s original claim for 3 billion US dollars in
their favour – a demand that still echoes in various civil suits against the UOI and the MP
Government. All this, while reinforcing the suspicions of the Bhopal-violated concerning
recourse to the state/law combines, also suggests acts of popular resistance against their
reduction to states of nonbeing via the settlement orders and their aftermaths.
In the process marking an anguished recovery of the collective self of the Bhopalviolated, the only way of escaping legal liability and moral responsibility known to the
Northern corporate world – the way of merger and amalgamation and of divestiture of
assets to successors-in-interest – stands further severely challenged.65 Creatively adapting
Mahatma Gandhi’s famous ‘Quit India’ movement that, after all, germinated an inaugural
movement asserting the human right to self-determination of colonized peoples
everywhere, the contemporary Bhopal-violated movement now marshals the symbolic
powers of a ‘Dow, Quit India’ movement,66 further innovating the politics of direct action
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and mass civil disobedience. This furnishes, indeed, a movement for deglobalization set
against the rampant injustices and violations of a globalizing world.
Notable on this register remains a ‘walk for justice’ (Padayatra) from Bhopal to
Delhi led by 39 survivors of the first catastrophe, amongst many hundred others. This
walk articulated six demands for justice,67 the pertinence of which is not one bit
diminished by the progressive hearing-impaired ears of India’s single-minded globalizing
state managers. These demands rearticulate a complete code of justice, transcending the
juridicalization of the first Bhopal catastrophe and seeking a complete reversal of the
impacts of the second and third catastrophes.
The rate and direction of policy response to the demands will, understandably, be
based on the perceptions of threats posed to the new comity of concerns established,
since the Bhopal settlement, between globalizing Indian state managers and the consortia
of global capital. There is, in the ‘nature of things’, as it were, no assurance that the
intransigence of the organic intellectuals of the Bhopal-violated movement (not an
entirely a vanishing breed yet an already endangered species) and the wider networks of
international activist solidarity may yield any determinate results for the Bhopal -violated
humanity in the immediate future.
Even so, the very name ‘Bhopal’ continues to haunt the votaries of globalization
in India, at least, as a profound moral nuisance. By frequent recourse to direct action
strategies inviting incredible state repression, the Bhopal-violated constantly tease – and
test – the tactics, tricks, and treacheries of green govermentality and further ensure that
the injustices suffered by them will remain more than ‘remembrance of things past’. In
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this, they seek to ensure that such orders of anti-human rights and eco-unfriendly tradeoffs may never occur again.68
To listen, and even to yield to, the new movement of the Bhopal-violated is thus
to flout the imperatives of India’s emergence – if no longer as the ethical voice of the
postcolony of the nonaligned nations – at least as an equal ‘Davos-type’ emergent ‘Asian
giant’ as important as the People’s Republic of China. This new form of
‘gigantochomachy’ is precisely at stake in the Bhopal-violated movement, not thus far
fully ingested by some de-globalizing ‘new’ social and human rights movements.
The conclusionary space of this tormented narrative offers little room for any
detailed analysis of the new politics now reconstructing new forms of sovereign
biopolitics, save for briefly noting a few trends. First, the democratization of people’s
knowledge now stands fully combated by continuing practices of the nationalization of
truth and the politics of denial, a not uncommon occurrence in the worldwide histories of
recent mass disasters, and yet still countered by Bhopal-violated practices of resistance.69
Second, justifications for a new ideology of developmentalism under which
contemporary neocolonialism goes – as it were – global, now need to be continually
refurbished in the languages recreating new modes of primitive accumulation within the
very heart of what is otherwise described as ‘postmodern’ capitalism.70 Third, the
state/law combine must in the face of the Bhopal-violated movement still continue to
‘impersonate’ the standards of that human rights civility71 which has marked policy and
adjudication responses as somehow still concern-full acts of ‘justice’ for the Bhopalviolated!72
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The Bhopal-violated re-emerge Phoenix-like, to mix metaphors, compellingly
from their own MIC ashes. They interrogate (to adapt a phrase from Nietzsche) the
‘superficiality’ of the ‘profundity’73 ‘of so many critical modes of legal/juridical and even
human rights nihilism. Adapting a further Nietzschean phrase – and to entirely invert the
contexts of the author’s intent – the movement of the Bhopal-violated manifests the
‘courage of all strong spirits to know their own immortality’.74
Thus, reaching towards the improbability of a conclusion may be all that matters.
At the conclusion of his great novel Tess of the d’Urbevilles, Thomas Hardy poignantly
writes that ‘“Justice” was done, and the President of the Immortals, in the Aeschylean
phrase, had ended his sport with Tess’. While it may be true to say that that the binational
(the common community of the Indian and United States justices) presidents of the
judicial immortals may have thus rendered ‘justice’ by decreeing a judicial fate for the
Bhopal-violated, their continuing struggles constitute at least a reminder of a different
genre of ‘immortality’ spoken of by Alain Badiou (quoted earlier) – as ‘the rights of the
Immortal, affirmed in their own right, or the rights of the Infinite exercised over the
contingency of suffering and death’.
Put differently, the continuing movement of the Bhopal-violated beckons a new
jurisprudence of human solidarity in a runaway globalizing world. Their movement more
fully revitalizes India’s original intent in devising the principle of absolute multinational
enterprise liability for ultrahazardous industry, process and application when seeking
compensation for the ‘enormity of the Bhopal disaster75 (even when lost in translation),
via this jurisprudence of solidarity. The contemporary Bhopal movement reiterates
India’s original pleading before Judge Keenan that no regime of multinational capital
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impunity ought to be allowed to go so far as altogether erasing this ‘unimaginable and
unforgettable catastrophe’, of ‘pain, suffering, and emotional distress of immense
proportion’ resulting in the ‘virtual destruction of [their] entire world’.76
In this, the Bhopal-violated movement constantly interrogates the assassins of
collective memory and further enacts a jurisprudence of critical human and social
solidarity, paralleled perhaps only in the contemporary world by the commemorative
moments of Hiroshima–Nagasaki survivors and next of kin.
Perhaps, then, I may ‘conclude’ here by adapting the phrase-regime of Richard
Rorty that such jurisprudence is not ‘discovered by reflection but created … by
increasing our sensitivity to particular details of pain and humiliation and other
unfamiliar sorts of people’.77 The message of Bhopal, in the main, thus constructs some
new alternate futures beyond the new paradigm of trade-related, market friendly and
environmentally hostile human rights.78
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